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Delta Woods, Avalon Faux Wood, Fast Faux and  

2” PVC Fashions Plus Warranties  

CACO, Inc. will extend a limited lifetime warranty on Delta Woods, a limited 
lifetime warranty on the head rail and components for Avalon, Fast Faux and 2” 
PVC Fashions Plus; a limited 5-year warranty on Avalon and Fast Faux 
valance, slats and bottom rail; a limited 3-year warranty on 2” PVC Fashions 
Plus valance and slats. Somfy XL – Series 2”tilt motor has a limited lifetime 
warranty. Each blind is warranted to be free from defects in materials and 
workmanship to the original owner and limited to manually operated products 
only, provided that the blinds were: 1.) Installed in a residential dwelling. 2.) 
Properly installed in accordance with the installation instructions which 
accompany each blind to be installed in a window, door or other interior area for 
which they were intended. 3.) Maintained and cleaned in compliance with the 
manufacturers recommendations.  

Damage resulting from misuse, abuse, exposure to the elements, including but 
not limited to exposure to salty air, discoloration due to sunlight or passage of 
time, exposure to humidity, accidents, the use of steam, bleach, or any caustic 
abrasive, or solvent based cleaners, alterations or normal wear and tear upon the 
blinds are not covered by this warranty. Cord wear shall be considered as normal 
wear and rear. Some minor warping, natural variations in the grain, color, fading 
or discoloration may occur within time (these are considered part of the aging 
process for wood painted, stained and clear finishes) and should not be deemed 
defective. Both Avalon Faux Wood and Fast Faux blind products are 
manufactured with PVC foam and contain no lead additives. Variations in grain 
and texture may appear randomly in slats, valance and bottom rail. Slight 
variations in color, as well as minimal warping may also occur. These are all 
natural occurring tendencies when dealing with PVC foam products and are 
considered acceptable. Returns for the above mentioned reasons are not 
warranted.  

This warranty is exclusive and in lieu of all other obligations, liabilities, or 
warranties. In no event shall CACO be liable or responsible for incidental or 
consequential damages, or for any other direct or indirect damage, loss, cost, 
expense or fee. Some States do not allow the exclusion or limitations of 
incidental or consequential damages, so this limitation may not apply to you.  

This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights, 
which vary from state to state.  
 


